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ABSTRACT: The length of post-partum anoestrus affects 
pregnancy rates in cattle herds. The objective of this work 
was to predict pregnancy outcome using a selected panel of 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) in beef cattle. To 
select informative SNP, genome-wide association studies 
(GWAS), gene expression analysis, and RNA sequencing 
data were combined in a meta-analysis. Two GWAS of 
post-partum anoestrus carried out in independent 
populations: Brahman (n = 671) and Tropical Composite (n 
= 833) cattle identified SNP with significant (P < 0.01) 
associations with the trait. These SNP pointed to a list of 
candidate genes, which was filtered by using differential 
hypothalamus gene expression data obtained by comparing 
cycling cows to cows in post-partum anoestrus (Brahman, n 
= 8). RNA sequencing (Brangus, n = 8) served to identify 
putative causative mutations (non-synonymous SNP and 
SNP in UTR 3’ regions) in the transcription factors of the 
candidate genes. Putative causative mutations (n = 140) 
were used in genomic predictions of rebreeding outcome in 
1,988 cows in an independent 18-breed crossbred 
population. These selected polymorphisms accounted for 
29% of additive variation in the trait, which had an 
estimated heritability of 0.045.  The remainder of the 
additive variation was explained by imputed genotypes of 
~600,000 SNP filtered from the BovineHD panel 
(Illumina).  Selected SNP panels based on functional 
genomics present an alternative to genomic selection 
procedures in beef cattle, which may be both cost-effective 
and accurate in the prediction of reproductive efficiency. 
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Introduction 
The reproductive performance of breeding cows 

has an impact on beef enterprise profitability. Post-partum 
anoestrus is an important component of reproductive 
performance. Observing the length of post-partum 
anoestrus interval (PPAI, in days) allows for selection of 
cows that resume cycling and are more likely to conceive 
soon after calving. However, to observe PPAI, regular 
ultrasound scans are needed from calving to resumption of 
normal oestrous cycles and this is expensive at the farm 
level. Pregnancy determined after the breeding season 
provides a simple, practical way to identify cows that did 

cycle and conceive.  Developing genomic tools that would 
contribute to selection of cows with short PPAI and 
increased pregnancy rates would reduce the need for 
intensive phenotype measurements. 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) are used 
in genomic predictions. SNP that are associated with the 
same trait in different beef cattle breeds provide validation 
for independent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 
and may contribute to increased accuracy of genomic 
predictions. Validation of SNP is a step towards the 
discovery of causative mutations that could aid genomic 
selection and genetic gain (Snelling et al., (2012); Weller 
and Ron, (2011)). Causative mutations have an advantage 
in comparison to random SNP: they are not dependent on 
linkage disequilibrium (LD), and so they can be used for 
selection over generations, across breeds and in breeds that 
were not in the reference population. 

It is expected that causative mutations would be 
polymorphisms that are non-synonymous or disruptive and 
therefore alter protein function or gene expression. Altered 
gene expression can be verified with high-throughput 
techniques such as microarray and RNA sequencing 
(Ulbrich et al., (2013)), which are complementary to 
GWAS in the search for candidate genes and causative 
mutations (Fortes et al., (2012); Lewandowska-Sabat et al., 
(2012)). Gene expression is tissue specific and so 
appropriate samples are required. To investigate genes that 
are likely to be of functional relevance for reproductive 
traits the obvious target tissues are those of the reproductive 
axis: hypothalamus, pituitary and ovaries.  

The aim of this study was to predict pregnancy 
outcome in beef cattle using putative causative mutations to 
form a selected SNP panel. Similar approaches have 
resulted in genomic predictions with increased accuracies 
(Snelling et al., (2012); Snelling et al., (2013)). Here, we 
selected SNP by combining information from GWAS, gene 
expression analysis, and RNA sequencing data. We selected 
SNP associated with PPAI in GWAS in 2 independent 
populations: Brahman and Tropical Composite cattle 
(Hawken et al., (2012)). These SNP pointed to candidate 
genes that were filtered according to differential gene 
expression associated to post-partum anoestrus (Fortes et 
al., (2014)). The transcription factors (TF) relevant for the 
regulation of the candidate genes were mined for putative 
causative mutations, using RNA sequence data. Then, these 
newly discovered mutations were used in genomic selection 
to predict pregnancy outcome in an independent cattle 
population as described below. 

 



Materials and Methods 
Genome-wide association studies. DNA samples 

for GWAS were obtained from 833 Brahman and 617 
Tropical Composite cows. These cows were bred by the 
Cooperative Research Centre for Beef Genetic 
Technologies and details concerning project design and 
measurement of traits have been reported (Hawken et al., 
(2012); Johnston et al., (2009)). Briefly, PPAI was 
annotated as the number of days between calving and 
presenting a corpus luteum observed with regular 
ultrasound scans. BovineSNP50 chips (Matukumalli et al., 
(2009)) were used to genotype all cows, following 
manufacturer’s instructions. Selected cows, sires and dams 
of these cattle populations were genotyped with the HD 
chip (~770,000 SNP, Illumina), which permitted imputation 
using BEAGLE (Browning and Browning, (2010)). Quality 
control and imputation resulted in 729,068 SNP with 
genotypes available for GWAS, which were carried out for 
each breed separately. SNP effects were estimated using an 
animal model. Solutions were estimated with Qxpak5 
(Perez-Enciso and Misztal, (2011)), using a likelihood ratio 
test to compare the model with versus the model without 
each SNP against a chi-squared distribution with 1 degree 
of freedom. This test was performed for one SNP at a time.  

Gene expression (microarray). Three-year-old 
first parity Brahman cows were used in this microarray 
trial. In the post-partum period, the cows either continued to 
suckle a calf (n = 4) or were weaned (n = 4). Weaned cows 
were slaughtered on the same day as suckled cows, matched 
by number of days post-partum. On slaughter, 
hypothalamic tissue was dissected and stored in RNAlater 
(Qiagen, www.qiagen.com) until RNA extraction with 
RNeasy extraction kit (Qiagen).  RNA integrity number 
(RIN) was verified using the Bioanalyzer (Agilent 
Technologies). Residual Genomic DNA contamination was 
removed with the DNA free kit (Ambion). For microarray, 
each RNA sample was reverse-transcribed, amplified and 
either labelled with Cyanine 3 (Cy3) or Cyanine 5 (Cy5). 
The Agilent Bovine-Four-Plex G2519f DNA 
oligonucleotide microarray (Agilent Technologies) was the 
platform used. This microarray platform contained 21,475 
unique 60-mer probes representing approximately 19,500 
distinct bovine genes. Microarrays were hybridised 
according to standard protocols at the SRC Microarray 
Facility of the Institute for Molecular Biosciences, in 
Brisbane, Australia (http://microarray.imb.uq.edu.au). 
Further, all probes were re-annotated as follows: 1) all 
probes were annotated with direct BLAST searches 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and 2) all probes were 
aligned to the human and bovine reference sequences 
(RefSeq) collection mapped on the bovine genome 
assembly (UMD3). Consequently, 13,964 bovine protein-
coding genes corresponding to the probes were identified. 
Quality control measures of image analyses were 
performed: spot quality, normalisation against background, 
reproducibility, uniformity and sensitivity. Suckled cows 
with a suppressed ovarian phenotype (n = 4) were 
compared to weaned cows that had ovulated (n = 4).  Mixed 
model analyses were used for gene expression data 
normalisation (Reverter et al., (2005)). Differentially 
expressed genes were identified by model-based clustering 

by a mixture of distributions on the normalised expression 
data of each gene at each condition: weaned versus suckled, 
following established methods (Reverter et al., (2005); 
Reverter et al., (2004)). More details concerning this 
microarray were described previously (Fortes et al., 
(2014)).  

The list of DE genes identified was used to filter 
the candidate genes identified in the GWAS. The list of 
genes in common between the DE genes and the GWAS 
candidates was used as a target gene list in functional 
analyses carried out using DAVID (Huang et al., (2009)). 
Enrichment analysis using DAVID, identified a group of 
TF that are known to regulate the majority of the filtered 
candidate genes. 

RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq). Brangus heifers (n 
= 8) of the New Mexico State University herd were used in 
a transcriptome experiment described previously (DeAtley, 
(2012); Oberbauer et al., (2014)). This sequence data was 
used to discover SNP that were annotated for genomic 
positions where all heifers had reads and an alternate allele 
was seen in at least 2 heifers.  

Genomic variance. Breeding records of 2,395 
genotyped females from the U.S. Meat Animal Research 
Center Germplasm Evaluation Project (GPE) were used to 
evaluate effects of the selected panel of markers on 
pregnancy outcome.  These females were crosses of 16 
breeds popular in the U.S., including Brahman and three 
Bos indicus x Bos taurus composite breeds.  Breeds were 
represented by artificial insemination (AI) sires sampled 
from each breed, and a number of purebred and F1 cross 
bull calves sired by these bulls were saved for use as natural 
service sires.     

The females were maintained in both spring 
(March-May) and fall (August-October) calving herds.  A 
twice-consecutive-open culling policy was employed, so 
that females who were not pregnant after one breeding 
season (spring or fall) were shifted to the next (fall or 
spring).  Females sired by AI bulls were generally bred by 
AI prior to the start of each 60-d natural service breeding 
season.  All females were exposed to natural service in 
multiple-sire mating groups.  Traits analysed were yearling 
pregnancy, diagnosed after heifers were first exposed at 
approximately 15 months of age to calve as two-year-olds; 
and rebreeding, the pregnancy diagnosis following the 
breeding season after a heifer’s first calf.  

Both the Brangus heifer RNA-Seq and genomic 
sequence of 270 GPE sires were used for identification of 
potentially functional polymorphisms on TF known to 
regulate the genes that were differentially expressed in the 
postpartum anestrous experiment and near associated SNP 
detected for PPAI. Twenty-two of the 58 TF had 
polymorphisms that were selected (n = 140).  The 
remaining TF either had no relevant sequence variation 
detected or were not annotated on the bovine genome 
(UMD 3.1; Ensembl 73). Genotypes for the selected TF 



polymorphisms were imputed (VanRaden et al., (2011)) 
through the population using available pedigree and 
genotypes from the BovineSNP50 and BovineHD 
(Illumina, San Diego).  

Two-component genomic REML was used to 
estimate variance attributable to the 140 polymorphisms 
and to HD SNP in univariate analyses of yearling 
pregnancy and rebreeding performed using the software 
WOMBAT (Meyer, (2007)). Genomic relationship matrices 
(GRM) were constructed for each component, using 
imputed genotypes for the 140 TF polymorphisms and 
529,571 autosomal HD SNP remaining after filtering for 
minor allele frequency > 0.05 in the GPE population.  
Females exposed to the same set of bulls for natural mating 
during each breeding season were considered 
contemporaries for these analyses. The analyses also 
included a covariate for genomic inbreeding, derived from 
the diagonal of the HD genomic relationship matrix.  

Additional REML analyses were conducted, with 
the GRM for TF polymorphisms replaced by GRM for 
randomly selected control panels.  The random SNP panel 
was a set of 140 randomly selected non-synonymous SNP 
and polymorphisms located in 3’ UTR, and the random 
gene panel was a set of 147 non-synonymous and 3’ UTR 
SNP located in 22 randomly selected genes.   
 

Results and Discussion 
A summary of the GWAS, gene expression, 

sequencing results is presented in Table 1. This summary 
illustrates the process and rationale for selection of the 140 
biologically relevant SNP that formed the small panel used 
in the genomic selection analyses. 

Genome-wide association studies. Significant 
SNP associations were found for PPAI in each population, 
although multiple testing issues ought to be observed. A 
total of 8,424 SNP were associated (uncorrected P < 0.05) 
with PPAI in both breeds. At a more stringent association 
level (uncorrected P < 0.01) 426 SNP were associated with 
PPAI in both breeds. As each breed forms an independent 
population, the association of SNP in both populations 
serves as a validation for GWAS results. Details of these 
GWAS and the 2 breed comparisons were reported 
previously (Fortes et al., (2014)). The list of 426 SNP 
(uncorrected P < 0.01) was used to generate a list of 104 
candidate genes that are linked to those associated SNP. 

Gene expression (microarray). The above list of 
candidate genes was filtered according to the results of a 
relevant differential gene expression experiment. In this 
microarray experiment, hypothalamus RNA from cycling 
cows was compared to cows in post-partum anoestrus and 
366 genes were found differentially expressed (DE).  
Hypothalamus is a key tissue in the regulation of 
reproductive activity as it produces the gonadotropin 
releasing hormone (GnRH). The list of 366 DE genes was 
enriched for the GO biological function term hormone 
activity (GO:0005179, P = 2.19 x 10-2, corrected for 
multiple testing). The DE genes complete list and 

functional analysis were previously discussed (Fortes et al., 
(2014)).  
 
Table 1. Rationale for selection of biologically relevant 
SNP to form a small panel. 

Steps for SNP selection Variable 
Number 

of 
Selected 

GWAS for post-partum 
anoestrus interval (PPAI) in 
Brahman and Tropical 
Composite. Uncorrected P-value 
< 0.05 both breeds. 

Number of 
SNP 8,424 

Candidate 
genes 2,828 

Differential gene-expression 
(DE) of hypothalamus of cows 
in post-partum anoestrus 
compared to cows that resume 
cycling after weaning their calf. 

DE genes 
from 
candidate 
genes 

56 

Identification of transcription 
factors (TF) that bind to those 
genes selected at the previous 
step. 

Number of 
TF 58 

Identification of putative 
causative mutation (non-
synonymous SNP and SNP in 
UTR 3’ regions) on selected TF 
using RNA-seq and whole-
genome sequences. 

Number of 
putative 
causative 
SNP 

140 

 
Filtering the list of 2,828 candidate genes from 

GWAS, according to the 366 genes that were DE resulted 
in a list of 56 candidate genes. These 56 genes were DE and 
were the nearest genes from SNP associated (P < 0.05) with 
PPAI in both breeds. Only 3 genes, ALDH1A2, SLCO1C1, 
and SLITRK6, were DE and were located near SNP 
associated with PPAI at the higher level of P < 0.01, in both 
breeds.  

Using DAVID, enrichment analyses resulted in 58 
TF that are known to bind to at least 17 of the 56 candidate 
genes (P < 0.01, corrected). The most significant (corrected 
P < 1.58 x 10-7) TF identified was LHX3, a known regulator 
of pituitary gland development (Colvin et al., (2009)). 
Pituitary gland development has obvious implications for 
reproductive biology, such as the production of FSH and 
LH in response to hypothalamic GnRH secretion and is 
paramount for ovarian function. 

RNA and whole genome sequencing. RNA 
sequencing of hypothalamic tissue in Brangus heifers (n = 
8) and whole-genome sequences of 270 sires from the GPE 
population served to identify putative causative mutations 
(non-synonymous SNP and SNP in UTR 3’ regions) in the 
TF of the candidate genes. Genomic REML analyses were 
employed to assess influence of putative causative 
mutations (n = 140) on variation in pregnancy outcome.  

Genomic variance. Two traits were observed, 
Rebreeding (n = 1,988; mean = 0.93 (SD = 0.26)) and 
Yearling Pregnancy (n = 2,395; mean = 0.84 (SD = 0.37)). 
Regressions of genomic inbreeding on these traits were       
-0.44 (SE = 0.13) and -0.53 (SE = 0.18), respectively. 

 



Table 2. Heritability of observed pregnancy partitioned 
between selected polymorphisms located in key 
transcription factors (TF), a selection of random SNP, 
and a set of SNP on random genes estimated using a 
small panel and high-density (HD) genotypes in an 
independent population. 

 Phenotype SNP set Heritability 
Small panela HD panelb 

Rebreeding  
(n = 1,988; mean 
= 0.93 (SD = 
0.26)) 

TF 0.013 0.032 

random 
SNP <0.001  0.042 

random 
genes <0.001  0.042 

Yearling 
Pregnancy (n = 
2,395; mean = 
0.84 (SD = 0.37)) 

TF 0.031 0.064 

random 
SNP 0.010 0.080 

random 
genes 0.022 0.077 

a Small panel n = 140 SNP. b HD panel n = 529,571 SNP.  
 
The performance of the small panel of potentially 

functional polymorphisms in the prediction of pregnancy 
outcome in an independent population were assessed and 
compared to randomly selected control panels (Table 2 and 
3). 

Estimated heritability of pregnancy in heifers and 
young cows was low, as were estimates based on pedigree 
relationships summarized by (Cammack et al., (2009)).  
Low heritability of observed pregnancy indicates that the 
traits are largely influenced by factors other than additive 
genetic effects, so selection to improve fertility will be slow 
and may be masked by management and environment. The 
140 transcription factor polymorphisms expressed in 
Brangus heifer RNA-Seq explained about one-third of the 
additive variation in observed pregnancy of these 
predominantly Bos taurus cross females.  Incorporating 
these and similar variants may increase accuracy of genetic 
evaluation and accelerate improvement for the heritable 
portion of variation in pregnancy.  Non-additive genetic 
effects may also influence fertility, as indicated by 
regressions of genomic inbreeding on pregnancy.  These 
values suggest homozygosity, particularly for low-
frequency alleles, may have a detrimental effect on 
pregnancy, both after a heifer’s first breeding season and in 
the breeding season following her first calf.  

TF polymorphisms accounted for more variation in 
rebreeding than random SNP or random genes sets. For 
yearling pregnancy the same trend was not as clear, since 
TF SNP explained little more than random sets of SNP. 
This can be partly explained by the fact that those TF SNP 
were selected based on GWAS and gene expression studies 
focused on postpartum anestrous, which should be more 
indicative of rebreeding than of yearling pregnancy. TF 
SNP selected from gene networks associated with age at 
puberty (Fortes et al., (2010); Fortes et al., (2012)) could 
potentially do better for yearling pregnancy.  

 

Table 3. Percent of genetic variance in observed 
pregnancy explained by selected polymorphisms located 
in key transcription factors (TF), a selection of random 
SNP, and a set of SNP on random genes estimated using 
a small panel and high-density (HD). 

  Phenotype SNP set 
Genetic variance 

explained (%) 
Small panela HD panelb 

Rebreeding  
(n = 1,988; mean 
= 0.93 (SD = 
0.26)) 

TF 29.38 70.62 
random 
SNP 0.04 99.96 

random 
genes 0.40 99.60 

Yearling 
Pregnancy (n = 
2,395; mean = 
0.84 (SD = 0.37)) 

TF 32.81 67.19 
random 
SNP 10.80 89.20 

random 
genes 22.69 77.31 

a Small panel n = 140 SNP. b HD panel n = 529,571 SNP. 
 
There is an ongoing discussion on the application 

and reliability of using small focused SNP panels versus 
broader HD panels as tools for genetic improvement in 
livestock. Here we supported the idea of using a set of 
biologically relevant polymorphisms, as a small panel that 
could be tested widely in a more affordable way. Small 
panels may perform as well or better than HD panels for 
predicting specific traits, or suites of correlated traits.  The 
rationale presented here should be seen as framework for 
future studies. It is anticipated that advances in sequencing 
technologies and the simple accumulation of whole genome 
sequences and expressed sequence from a variety of RNA-
Seq experiments will facilitate identification of potentially 
causative mutations that are relevant to other traits.  These 
could be incorporated in small focused panels for 
application to commercial production. 

 
Conclusion 

The use of biologically relevant SNP is an avenue 
to develop smaller genotyping panels. In our study, such an 
approach generated a panel with only 140 SNP that could 
explain 29% of the genetic variance in pregnancy following 
the first calf in an independent population of a different 
beef cattle breed.  
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